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Rosewood

Residents here can rely
on both cities as a place
of employment and amenity
as well as the nearby RAAF
Base that provides employment
for many local residents.
However, over the next two
decades, Rosewood will emerge
as its own major hub due to
being earmarked for significant
growth. This makes Rosewood
a prime location to live, work
and invest in property.

Rosewood

Rosewood Seventh-day
Adventist Church

Warrego Highway 10 mins
Gatton 35 mins
University of QLD 45 mins
Toowoomba 1 hour

Warrego Highway 7 mins
Ipswich 20 mins
Ipswich Hospital 20 mins
USQ Ipswich 20 mins
Brisbane 45 mins
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Based on population
predictions by
the Australian
Bureau of Statistics,
approximately
658 dwellings
will need to be
constructed each
year on average
to keep up with
estimated demand.

Only a 20 minute
drive west of Ipswich
and 45 minutes west
of the Brisbane CBD,
getting in and out
of the neighbourhood
is a breeze.
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Cunningham Highway 6 mins

Amenities
Whilst Rosewood might
currently be small
in size compared to
nearby Ipswich, it is well
serviced by a variety
of local amenities.
The suburb already boasts
everything local residents
require with multiple schools
for children of all ages,
multiple locations for
entertainment and leisure,
its own train line with a direct
service to Ipswich, various
medical institutions, places
of worship, restaurants
and local shopping.

Medical & Care
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This is only expected
to expand over the coming
years as population and
development take place.

Education

Other Amenities

Early Education
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Future Council Library
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Churches

Construction in 2019
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Petrol Stations
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Post Office
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Hotspot

Until now, the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
has recorded population
growth in Rosewood
at a steady pace
with modest growth
occurring in recent years.

Population is expected to
increase exponentially from 2020

However, the suburb is now
expected to quadruple
in population by 2036
as a result of significant
development that is expected
to take place, making the
suburb a prime location
in its region to live, work
and play.

Estimated Population

Population

At the expected rate
of population growth,
Rosewood will require a
substantial amount of new
dwellings to be constructed
in the suburb in order to keep
up with impending demand.
With a current average number
of 3.8 people per household,
this will require approximately
658 dwellings to be built each
year for the next 20 years.
This equates to approximately
66% of the existing occupied
dwellings in the area.
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Australian Bureau of Statistics Population Estimates

Rosewood is expected to
grow faster than other cities
409% Population
Growth by 2036

Total Population Growth (%)

This significant amount
of population growth is far
more than the Ipswich area
and Brisbane LGA is expecting
over the same time.

409% more people
in 2036 than in 2016
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Comparative population growth compared to 2016 levels. Source: ABS

Source: The Courier Mail

Key Infrastructure

Rosewood currently
has $24,565,000 worth
of development currently
planned to go ahead
excluding development
already completed
or deferred.

Developments in Rosewood

This includes a shopping
centre extension and library
as well as land subdivisions,
and townhouses to be built
in the area. At present there
are 15 townhouses planned
to be built and 352
land subdivisions.
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Located only 8 kilometres from Rosewood, 8 kilometres from Ipswich
along the Cunningham Highway and 50 kilometres south-west
of Brisbane, RAAF Base Amberley is one of the largest employers
in the Ipswich region. RAAF Base Amberley commenced operations
in 1940 and is the largest operational base in the Air Force today.
Over the next four years, approximately $1.1 billion is expected
to be injected into the base as part of the largest expansion project
the facility has seen. There are expected to be up to 10 individual
projects, consisting of the permanent transition of an army unit
from Sydney and multiple key air force projects.

"The base currently employs approximately 5,800 people,
that number will increase to roughly 7,000 as it continues to grow.
The expansion is also expected to provide a significant boost
to the local economy through a marked increase in employment."

Springfield
Rosewood is located only 26 kilometres from Greater Springfield’s
rapidly growing CBD and all the conveniences of this city. It is only
a short drive to access Springfield’s huge Orion Springfield Central
Shopping Centre and its major transit hub, master-planned office
towers, World Knowledge Centre, University of South Queensland,
TAFE, Mater Private Hospital, Aveo Springfield Retirement Village,
Quest Apartments, cafés and restaurants.
Springfield has created 19,246 jobs since 2001 and will only keep
growing with a projected 52,000 jobs by 2030. Springfield is a
growing employment hub and is considered the future alternative
to the Brisbane CBD.
Furthermore, the investment in Greater Springfield to date sits
at $15 billion however, upon completion, this figure will reach
a staggering $85 billion. It will also be a short drive from Rosewood
to the planned $70 million stadium that will seat 10,000 spectators
and be the home of the Brisbane Lions women’s team in the new
AFLW league.
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Ipswich
Rosewood is only 13 kilometres from the Ipswich CBD and the heart
of the thriving and vibrant western corridor. Ipswich is a growing city
of over 210,000 people and is expected to grow to 632,501 within
the next 30 years. Ipswich is experiencing significant investment
in infrastructure and jobs including major hospital upgrades
and infrastructure construction.
The Ipswich Hospital has commenced Stage 1A of its $124.4 million
redevelopment as well as the $64 million redevelopment
of St Andrew’s Ipswich Private Hospital, delivering the region’s
first Private Emergency Centre and increasing the capacity
of the hospital from 97 to 178 beds. These major upgrades are
supporting the increasing employment in the hospital and allied
health services sectors and not only create employment during
the initial construction, but further employment during operation
for specialist roles such as doctors and nurses, allied health positions,
administrative staff, cleaners, cooks and carers.
Ipswich is the recipient of over $5 billion of transport and services
infrastructure upgrades and is home to Australia’s largest
master-planned industrial development, Citiswich. There are
a further 14 industrial and commercial parks in various stages
of development that will provide a diverse range of opportunities
to local businesses. There is increasing investment in the region,
as seen by the likes of global retail giant Costco opening up their
Ipswich store in Citiswich in early 2019. Other sectors experiencing
major growth are food manufacturing and tourism, with over two
million visitors to Ipswich in the past year.

Demographic Information
The Australian Bureau
of Statistics has recorded
the median household
income for the area
at $57,720 in 2016
up from $53,404 in 2011.

Higher Income and Lower Mortgage Payments
in 2016 Compared to 2011

Net Income After
Mortgage $40,920

Net Income After
Mortgage $36,004
60,000

At the same time, the average
yearly mortgage repayment
has decreased from $17,400
in 2011 to now only sit at $16,800
in 2016. This has resulted
in property affordability
in the area being higher in 2016
as opposed to 2011. This will
no doubt create future demand
for property in the area, that
can sustain price growth
in future years.
This is backed by the strong
economy of the area with 89%
of residents in the workforce
currently employed.

40,000

Value ($)

Key Infrastructure

20,000

0
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Yearly Mortgage Repayment

2016
Yearly Household Income

Household income, mortgage payments and difference in Rosewood. Source: ABS

Strong
Employment
"This overall growth of Ipswich right on the doorstep of Rosewood
is what makes Rosewood Green so valuable. Blocks of this size
and at current prices will become harder if not impossible,
to find moving into the future."
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Difference

89%

Suburb Makeup

Industry of Employment

The median age
of residents in the area
is now recorded at 39
years. This is partly
due to the many family
households in the area
that account for 72%
of all households.

Rosewood SA2's
top five industries
of employment comprise
a mix of white and blue
collar industries.

72%

75
39 Years

92%

89%
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Median Age

Proportion Houses

Residents Employed
Source: ABS

Proximity to an array of major
transit routes, including
the Warrego Highway (<13km),
Cunningham Highway (<15km),
Brisbane Port and Airport
(<75km) makes the Rosewood
region a popular location
for Manufacturing
and the Transport, Postal
& Warehousing industries.
However, the expansion
of the nearby Ipswich CBD
and the rapid emergence
of an additional CBD at Greater
Springfield are providing further
opportunities for white collar
employees closer to home.

Families

72%
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Houses

92%

Growth in these regions
will continue to add greater
depth to the range of key
industries of employment
for Rosewood, which is a
resounding positive for the
resilience of the local economy
by not being reliant upon any
one particular industry.

Industry of Employment
Market Share of Total Labour Force (%)

100

Percentage (%) Age (years)

Add to this that 92%
of dwellings are houses
and the family atmosphere
of Rosewood takes
a strong hold.

Rosewood Statistics
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Source: The National Property Research Co. Rosewood Market Analysis. January 2017

Median Prices & Sales Volumes

Market Information

Rosewood house prices
have held steady over
the past 10 years with
recent upward price
movement emerging
in recent periods.

New houses in Rosewood,
as expected, have
generally come
at a premium price.
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Number of house sales and median price over time in the Ipswich Area. Source: PriceFinder
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Number of house sales and median price over time and by new and old in Rosewood. Source: PriceFinder
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Ipswich Area House Sales

New

$81,250

Compared to one year prior,
new houses are now 20.4%
higher. However, with resold
houses now achieving a price
of $310,000 the gap between
new and old houses in the area
has decreased offering the
perfect opportunity to capture
strong potential for future
capital growth.
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"House sales in Rosewood and Ipswich area remain steady."
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$75,000

Rosewood has stayed
on par with Ipswich house
prices over the last 10 years,
with Inner Ipswich median
house prices being only
2.9% higher at $320,000
at the end of the June 2018
six month period.

Number of house sales and median price over time in Rosewood. Source: PriceFinder
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This scarcity has also resulted
in higher prices for new houses
as demand outweighs supply
in the suburb. Whilst, resold
homes have generally held
steady in price, it is these
new houses that are seeing
exceptional price growth
at present.

$63,000

Sales volumes in Rosewood
have also remained fairly
steady, despite the wider
market slowdown, with
22 sales occurring in the
June 2018 six month period.
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However, scarcity of new homes
in the area is currently being
seen with a declining rate
of new house sales in recent
years, whereas house resales
increased in number.
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Rosewood Houses: New vs Resold Houses
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At the end of the June 2018
six month period, house
prices returned to their peak
at $311,000. This is 6.5% higher
than the same period in 2017
and 19.6% higher than five
years prior.

Rosewood House Sales
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Source: The National Property Research Co. Rosewood Market Analysis. January 2017
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Rental
Rosewood is currently
experiencing upward
pressure on rental
properties in the suburb.

Weekly Rental Price for Rosewood

As four bedroom homes
become more scarcely
available for rent, three
bedroom homes are similarly
expected to experience upward
pressure on rental prices.
Both these property types
are highly sought after in the
area due to the large number
of families that reside there.
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This low level of available
properties will ensure that rental
prices and vacancy rates are
sustainable with only a small
number of newly let properties
needed to have strong
downward pressure
on the vacancy rate.

Weekly Rental Price

400

Four bedroom houses have
now reached an all time high
at a median asking price
of $400 per week. This comes
on the back of a consistently
strong vacancy rate which sits
at 2.8% with only 18 properties
in total available for rent
at the end of September 2018.

Weekly rental price for Rosewood houses by number of bedrooms. Source: REIQ

"Four bedroom houses see the biggest rental increase."
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